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01 CREE



2015 2030

If we continue our current lifestyle, by 2030, at the very latest, we 

will need two planets to keep up our human demands for goods 

and services.



40% 

Source: UNEP, Sustainable Buildings & Construction Initiative, 2009

resource consumption

energy consumption

CO2 emission

solid waste



Each building is 
a „prototype“

chaotic process

high consumption of resources

inefficient execution

Problems:



02 How we build tomorrow?



Use
(Hotel, Office, Residential)

Assembly

De-construction
Conversion
(Hotel, Office, Residential)

LifeCycle Tower

Design

Recycling



A hybrid-timber construction system.

90 % improved CO2-bilanz

reduced input of resources

lower dust/noise disruption during construction period

Inovative building system:

short construction period

cost certainty

reduced sources of errors



TECE GmbH

conserving resources

energy efficient

less expensive

space saving

fast



Zeitalter Bauen 4.0?





Facility Management

Holzbau

Physiks

Architecture Marketing

Fire protection/control

Structural Design

Management of Processes

Integral Design

Building



Reduction of prototyps – construct buildings according to process and operate

Reduction of embodied energy

Reduction of  highest technology  sequential adaption 

Reduction of parking places

Every architect (planner object) is responsible for all documentation as well as for 

the dismantling instructions





building modular with a construction kit

industr. prefabrication (role model of other industry) 

standard. assembly- and commissioning process

supply chains from design until operation (e.g. BIM)

logistics, picking, short distance, material handling, 

think pallets









03 TECHNOLOGY



Dynamic building 

technology

Cree change with intelligent module rules. Due to the 

conversion and dismentling measures a LifeCycle Tower 

will always - during his long life cyrcle - be close to the 

specific requirements.



Away from the site  transfer of construction in production halls

Experts assume the system planning (BIM) of components

Reduction of complexity (no special solutions)

Prevention of waste, waiting times, etc. (MUDA / TOYOTA principle)

Reduction of transport (local production)

Ensuring the reusability of built commodities 

Cost, schedule and quality assurance



Revolutionary construction.

Sustainable and efficient.

.
A vision has become reality: since 2011 Cree delivers  

with the LifeCycle Tower a groundbreaking techology in 

order to build construction high-rise buildings in system, 

which are consequently based on the reneweable 

rescource wood. 



Industrial manufacturing

MEP

Core

Colums/Posts

Slabs

Facade



Hybrid-slab with interated heating/cooling mats 

cooling: max. 88 W/m²

heating: max. 80 W/m²

time of reaction: 15 – 20 min

Modulare building technology



04 PRODUCTION







05 ASSEMBLY
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LifeCycle Tower

LCTONE









IZM
Illwerke Zentrum Montafon















Cree GmbH
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Mariahilfstr. 29 | 6900 Bregenz | Austria
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